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Transforming Post-Secondary Education in Mathematics (TPSE Math) aims to effect constructive change i
math education at U.S. community colleges, 4-year colleges and research universities by working closely with
faculty leaders, university administrations, membership associations, and disciplinary societies. TPSE Math
identifies innovative practices w ere they exist, advocates for innovation where they do not, and works with
and through partners to implement and scale effective practices in the pursuit of mathematically rich and
relevant education for all students, whatever their chosen field of study. TPSE Math is funded by a grant
from the Carnegie Corporation of New York.

Rutgers’ Education and Employment Research Center (EERC) is housed within the School of Management and
Labor Relations. EERC conducts research and evaluation on programs and policies at the intersection of
education and employment. Our work strives to improve policy and practice so that institutions may provide
educational programs and pathways that ensure individuals obtain the education needed for success in the
workplace, and employers have a skilled workforce to meet their human resource needs. For more information
on our mission and current research, visit smlr.rutgers.edu/eerc.
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INTRODUCTION
Transforming Post-Secondary Education in Mathematics (TPSE Math), a project funded by the Carnegie Corporation,
the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation and the National Science Foundation, is dedicated to enhancing math education in
two- and four-year colleges to prepare students with the “mathematical knowledge and skills necessary for productive
engagement in society and in the workplace” (https://www.tpsemath.org/). In 2019, TPSE contracted with the
Rutgers' Education and Employment Research Center (EERC) to study career readiness programs for math students
and to identify and study promising practices in math departments across the country.
EERC, housed within the School of Management and Labor Relations, engages in multi-site, multi-method qualitative
and quantitative evaluation, and conducts research to inform curricula and programs at the intersection of education
and workforce development. With input from members of TPSE’s Mathematics Advisory Group (MAG), EERC
developed and administered an online survey to faculty, department chairs and senior administrators at 143 public
and private two- and four-year colleges across the nation as well as five non-profit organizations (survey respondents
N=219). The survey asked questions about career preparation, career pathways, advising, research and internship
opportunities, alumni networks, interdisciplinary collaborations, and partnerships with employers at the respondents’
home institutions.
In addition, the EERC team conducted 26 in-depth phone interviews with faculty, staff, and students at seven college
identified through the su vey as having innovative programs. We also viewed a TPSE webinar with a presentation
from the Dana Center at the University of Texas – Austin.
This brief on career readiness practices and policies is one of six briefs prepared by EERC that discuss the
findings and recommendations that emerged from this qualitative research study.2

Babson College; Villanova University; Brigham Young University - Idaho; Harvey Mudd College; University of Nebraska – Lincoln; University of
Arizona; and the University of Wisconsin
2
All the briefs in this series are available from the EERC website at:
https://smlr.rutgers.edu/content/transforming-post-secondary-education-mathematics-research
1
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PREPARING STUDENTS FOR
EMPLOYMENT
effective ways to prepare students for employment

MANAGING AN
ALUMNI SURVEY

Faculty who completed the TPSE-M survey or who

An interview respondent reminisced about a

were interviewed by EERC cited a variety of reasons for

career workshop he led with faculty members

including career preparation activities in their work.

at a regional MAA meeting to discuss career

Some do it as a response to calls for changes to the

prospects for their math students:

Math departments across the nation are thinking about

liberal arts curricula. Others are thinking about the need
to compete with peer institutions for the best students.

I said, “Let’s pretend you just had a parent

The majority of respondents, however, said their

ask you ’What can my kid do with a math

interest in career preparation activities stemmed from a

major?’ Give me your answers in one

desire to set their students up for success.

minute.” Most said three things: They can
be an actuary, a teacher, and they can get

Faculty sought both to better understand and to

another job. But no one named the “other

demonstrate how undergraduate mathematics

job.” So that was in 1997. I don’t think the

preparation could be used in different jobs an

community has come very far [since then].

industries. They also wanted to show students how the
skills developed in the major could lead to interesting

Since then, this respondent has created

career pathways. In thinking about the application of

and distributed a survey to alumni of his

math to careers, many faculty spoke about the need to

department’s programs, and encouraged other

consider paths beyond the typical routes like graduate

departments to join the effo t. The survey asked

school, teaching, and actuarial work and instead,

them to report what they were doing post-

to think about math as a pathway and a tool with

graduation. In addition to the data he collected,

applications in many fields

the survey provided a means to connect alumni
back to the department, and hopefully to

Despite the desire to make employment preparation

continue their engagement with it. The survey

a key part of their work, some faculty members

provided current faculty with rich information

described this as a difficult task and one that w

about their students, broadening faculty’s

outside of their skill sets. (For more on this see

perspectives as to the range of possibilities that

the EERC brief: Preparing Math Majors for Careers:

are available to math majors.

Professional Development for Faculty and Staff)
Many said they would like to learn more about career
preparation and how to effectively inte rate it into
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curriculum and the student experience. They wanted help in identifying new ideas and implementation strategies. It
is important to add, however, that they also wanted the cultures of their respective departments to change so that
such activities would be valued.
The following brief addresses some of these issues. We begin by discussing the ways in which different mat
departments are incorporating career preparation into their programming and sharing some of the challenges they
have faced. We will then present recommendations for departments to consider as they move forward in their
effo ts to improve the career readiness of their math students.

SOLVING REAL-WORLD PROBLEMS
One topic that came up repeatedly in EERC’s interviews and TPSE-M survey responses was adding real-world
problem solving to the curriculum. Respondents spoke at length about why doing this was such an important
experience for students. Real-world problem-solving exercises typically involve a problem from an industry “client”
for students to work on as part of the course curriculum in a specific subject area Alternately, a faculty member
may present datasets from industry or industry simulations and then give students a problem to solve using that
information. (For more on this see the EERC brief: Preparing Math Majors for Careers: Revising Curriculum). In both
cases, working with real-world problems give students the opportunity to bring together different as ects of their
undergraduate learning. A typical industry problem might require students to apply their math skills in conjunction
with other skills, like data science. Working with actual problems helps students see the direct applications of their
course content while they are developing their problem-solving and critical thinking skills.
For example, Brigham Young University, Idaho (BYU-I), runs statistical consulting courses. Students are presented
with issues facing two or three different clients. Students work in teams of four or five to define the problem
figure out how to analyze it. In speaking about the value of such classes, one faculty member commented tha
these exercises give students the chance to work with “messy” data, just as they would in an actual job.
Some colleges have begun to incorporate real-world problems into all of their core courses.

All the core courses (eight of them, taken over the junior and senior year)
have associated labs where the students work on real-world problems and
applications of the mathematics they are learning.
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Other schools have developed defined “problem-solving” courses which are either required or are optional
additions to the curriculum. Most of these courses are one semester, but a few colleges have structured such
courses as a two-semester sequence. When required, some institutions have set specific timeframes for taking the
course. At some colleges, such requirements reflect a desire for students to acquire some foundational knowledge
upon which other content will be built. At other colleges, the timing is strategic in terms of the student’s academic
career. For example, one department requires the course during sophomore year when students are making
decisions about their major track. A faculty member spoke about these experiences as being important for students
who plan to commit to the math major:

For students to persist in studying mathematics, they need to be aware of the
activities using mathematics other than school mathematics.
Yet another school required the course during senior year, when students are thinking about next steps—graduate
study or employment. In fact, a few respondents said they had seen a student’s academic work on an employer’s
problem lead to an actual job offer from the employe .
Faculty spoke about the many benefits of students gaining indust y experience in their courses. In particular, they
mentioned the value of using math in new ways, and of applying math to different kinds of problems. Additionall ,
many faculty members saw benefits in using problem-solving courses as oppo tunities for students to hone
communication and presentation skills. Faculty respondents noted that in these situations, students learn how to
present their ideas and their work to a client who may or may not be mathematically savvy. One faculty respondent
said, “having project-based learning where students are required to present their results to a non-mathematical
audience is very important.” Even in the absence of an industry client, presenting to their peers in the course can be
a valuable experience for math students. Finally, teamwork is part of problem-solving courses. Learning how to work
with others effectively is another critical job readiness skill
Despite the many benefits of indust y problem-solving exercises and courses—and the praise they received from
respondents—many respondents also talked about the challenges of developing and implementing them. Some
mentioned their own lack of familiarity with industry problems. Faculty also worried about whether they had the
skills needed to assist with industry problems. For instance, some faculty respondents lamented their lack of
knowledge about data science. Some say they did not have the skills they needed to integrate such problems into
the math curriculum they taught. And some simply observed that such problems were outside of their interest area
in math.
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Faculty also talked about the time it takes to identify relevant real-world problems for their courses, and to develop
the actual lessons plans—precious time taken from other departmental and tenure demands:

Ultimately, I feel like I will need to connect most of what I teach in the
classroom directly to the real world. This is a huge cost in terms of time for
me, and something I have not done much of since I need to put additional
time into my research in order to earn tenure.
Some respondents expressed great interest in problem-solving courses but were unsure how to develop specifi
courses from scratch or even how to develop content using industry problems. Respondents also wondered how to
go about building relationships with industry. One respondent spoke about this challenge:

These courses are popular with students. The challenge is always our lack
of solid connections with industry partners. Very few faculty already have
connections to or experience with industry.
In interviews with faculty who successfully developed industry-related courses, EERC learned that some had
participated in a summer workshop, Preparation for Industrial Careers in Mathematical Sciences (PIC Math), funded
by the National Science Foundation. Their PIC Math experience helped them understand both how to make
connections with industry and how to design and implement the course.
Others noted that they used campus resources to assist them with the development and implementation of
exercises and/or courses. For instance, some faculty have worked with their institution’s business development
center, which helped them to identify and to forge relationships with regional industry employers. A career
center representative from the University of Wisconsin spoke about how they help faculty learn to weave career
components like industry problem solving into the classroom experience. They mentioned that there are many ways
to do this, including small, single-class-period projects that can provide important learning experiences for students.
A faculty member from Babson also talked about how doing “something,” even if small, is better than nothing:

Departments don’t need a special course to integrate career options and
opportunities in math. I always say to teach less is better. You just need a
good model in teaching. Open up career opportunities to students through...
5
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...classes, projects, etc. [D]epartments . . . just need to get started. The big
stuff always goes from nothing to something. To get started is really essential.
So, while integrating real-world problems and industry problem solving into a
course may feel daunting, the key is to just move forward. Internships

STUDENT CLUBS AND REAL-WORLD
PROBLEM SOLVING
At BYU -Idaho, two student-run clubs—the Data Science Society (DSS) and the Mathematical
Society (TMS)—work with real-world problems. Both clubs identify applied problems for their
projects in a variety of ways. Sometimes students find them on their own through connections, vi
cold calling leads, or by following up on leads from the university’s business development center.
Faculty advisors, especially those who come from industry, also identify projects. Faculty members
who locate clients often give smaller, faster projects to the society and utilize the larger projects in
their own classrooms.
The problems addressed by the clubs vary widely in both scope and substance. Often, once
a company works with one of the clubs, they become repeat customers. Sometimes a single
company will provide multiple projects for a club to work on during a single semester.
Whereas the DSS has only one faculty advisor, TMS has three. This difference in faculty presenc
relates to the nature of the clubs’ projects and the math skills needed to address them. It also
reflects the fact that senior students in the DSS run an R bootcamp regularly to train new student
to work on club problems. By giving seniors a chance to teach, this bootcamp also helps these
students expand or improve their own skill sets.
In addition to learning how to apply math and data science skills to industry problems, participation
in one of these clubs provides students with career readiness skills including leadership,
communication, and teamwork. The fact that students are actually partnering with industry clients
makes these clubs especially rich learning experiences that can sometimes lead directly to
internships and jobs.
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Internships are another way for math departments to prepare students for careers. Internships provide students with
experience in the workplace, and were therefore perceived by many faculty as one of the most effective ways for
students to acquire job readiness skills. In internships, students get exposed to working with and for others. They
also can apply their growing skills in math to real-world situations. Many times, internships lead to job offers f r
students. One faculty member stated that internships were the best way to cement student interest and focus on
math. This faculty member commented that when students get some real-world experience “under their belt,” they
no longer feel the need to double major. Their internships help them understand how math skills and a math major
can open up a variety of work opportunities.
Institutions, however, are at very different stages in offering students internship experiences. Some responden
described robust internship programs on their campuses, while others reported an interest in establishing an
internship program for math students on their campus, where one did not yet exist.
The institutions that had internship programs described the people and systems that supported those programs. Two
patterns emerged. In the first, internships were managed through the math depa tment. In the second, internships
were managed through relationships with existing structures and services on campus, such as the college’s career
centers or business development centers.
In a few cases, internship programs were led by an individual, such as an internship coordinator or specialist or, in
one instance, a dedicated faculty member. The University of Nebraska, Lincoln (UNL), has a full-time professional
advisor who works with juniors and seniors in the math department to find internships
Internship coordinators have numerous responsibilities. These include identifying employer sites and establishing
a partnership with them; creating departmental or campus awareness of internship opportunities; and preparing
students for internships. The latter may involve helping students develop soft skills and write resumes, as well as
matching students interests with the best available internship opportunity. One faculty member reported that their
internship coordinator leads a pre-internship seminar—which includes helping students create their resumes—to
better prepare students for their internship.
Schools fortunate enough to have a dedicated faculty or staff member in charge internships had an easier tim
running internship programs than did those that had to cobble together faculty or staff time. But regardless o
whether their department worked with a dedicated internship coordinator, respondents described success with
offering internships
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Colleges with internships reported the need to develop partnerships with the companies that host interns. (For
more on this see the EERC brief: Preparing Math Majors for Careers: Partnering with Industry). A number of
respondents spoke proudly about the many relationships they had developed with companies—most often,
with local companies. For example, a respondent from St. Olaf College talked about the strong relationships they
developed with companies in the Twin Cities area near the college, including the Mayo Clinic, Delta Airlines, and
the Minnesota Orchestra. These companies offered internship oppo tunities in which students used applied math
and statistics. Another respondent talked about successfully establishing internships with local companies and
nonprofits instead of the large companies that more typically become internship sites
Respondents whose departments or schools had not yet developed internships expressed great curiosity and a
keen interest in learning how to build connections with industry and employers. They saw it as a daunting task,
however, and were uncertain where to start. They told the EERC interview team that they wanted help, including
examples and tips about how to begin:

I would like to develop internship partnerships with industry or government.
Advice on how to develop these relationships in a sustainable way would
be helpful.
Others wanted to know how to engage alumni in the creation of internships:

We need to learn how to set this up and how to build a network, possibly
through our alumni, for these internships.
Faculty indicated that a significant barrier in identifying internship sites for students was the general lack o
awareness by employers as to how they might use the skills of math majors. Typically, employers request
engineering or computer science students, which has resulted in a general lack of demand for math interns. The
challenge is therefore how to educate employers about the way math interns could be helpful to them.
Another challenge faced by math-related internship programs is getting students interested in them and then
helping them find the time to fit unpaid or sh t-term work into their college experience:

The main challenges are motivating students to apply for the internships
and convincing employers that it is worth their time.
8
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Having discovered that one way to stoke students’ interest in internships is to have them talk with students who
have already participated in one, Villanova creates panels of senior students who visit core classes in fall early in
the math sequence. The panelists share their internship experiences, and the students in the class can ask them
questions. In EERC’s interviews, several first- and second-year illanova students described these panels as “eye
opening.” Several students mentioned that they had been unaware that internships were open to freshmen prior
to the panels. Students also said they learned about internships they previously did not know existed, and the
panels helped them connect dots between their interests and an intern opportunity:

I think it mostly opened my eyes about things I never thought about before.
You never hear about a math internship. But yet all those people are
doing them.
Another student was applying to a faculty-led research opportunity she had heard about in one of her math
classes that focused on exploring the zombie virus and how it was portrayed in movies:

So, this intern will watch different zombie movies and read zombie literature
and help him with research and math problems. I want to do that so bad. I
had no idea you could even do anything like that with math. I hope I get it.
Some colleges actually include internship experiences as a requirement for their majors. If students are to meet
this requirement, the department or college must have a well-established and well-run internship program. For
example, all BYU-I seniors must complete either an internship or a senior project. This requirement promotes
internship participation. BYU-I’s internships involve 300 hours over the course of a semester. The department has
developed multiple strategies to identify internship opportunities, including faculty connections, use of the oncampus business development center, and encouraging students to use their own contacts or to do cold calling.
A challenge that has emerged with respect to internships involves the non-academic demands many students
face when they leave campus. Thus, while internships have many benefits for students, some are unable to ive
up paid work, even low-wage work, to take on an internship. Colleges are trying to balance their goals for students
with students’ short- and long-term needs. Solving these challenges were described as an important equity issue
to address.
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CAREER CLASSES
Short, typically one-credit courses are another way math for departments to prepare students for careers and job
searches. In general, course content exposes students to a range of career options and pathways in which they
can put their math skills and degrees to use, as well as guidance on how to prepare and engage in a job search.
One faculty member shared that they told her class about a local paint manufacturer looking for math majors with
data science capabilities for internships and jobs. They observed,

Math students don’t think about looking at a paint company for work. Who
would ever think about car paint for a math major? But it is a career path.
And for someone who has an interest in cars, it’s a great fit. So, this course
is designed to do that.
Another respondent talked about partnering with other college departments to offer joint career courses. hey
noted that math majors have many options in a variety of different fields, including healthcar

The more I do this work, the more I think about the professions that our
students can do. Our thinking can be narrow. Like within healthcare, we
think doctor, nurse, etc., but there are hundreds of professionals in the
healthcare world. So, trying to deepen that knowledge and roles are what
the one-credit courses are about. And getting across that an internship is
allowing you to test-drive a certain career path. It can reinforce that “Yes this
what I want to do,” or “No, I don’t see myself doing this long term.”’
Departments also use these short courses as opportunities to share information on internships, externships,
campus clubs, and research experiences. Faculty have found that focused courses such as these can provide a
helpful context for students to think about their career pathways and preparing for their careers, thereby increasing
students’ consumption of information. As one faculty member commented, “Math majors are very busy. When is
there time to be thinking about these concepts? It’s hard.”
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Some respondents from colleges that have not offered sho t, career-focused courses were interested in
developing them.

I would like our department to develop and offer a one-credit-hour course
on career readiness to our junior and senior students, similar to what many
business colleges offer to their majors. Having such a course would make
it easier to institute some quality control measures on the career readiness
services we provide, and it would also signify to our students that we care
about their career readiness.
In lieu of a class, other respondents indicated interest in collecting career pathway materials they could use in their
regular courses. One suggested that a set of videos about jobs for math majors might be helpful for a department
to use in a variety of courses. The videos could include information about jobs in which employees use their math
skills, and how these employees found their jobs. Respondents also spoke of websites (e.g., weusemath.org)
and other tools they use to disseminate career information both to students as well as to other members of their
department.

COMPETITIONS
A few faculty members talked about using contests as a way to promote career-specific learning. ( or more on
this see the EERC brief: Preparing Math Majors for Careers: Revising Curriculum). The Mathematical Contest in
Modeling, hosted by the Consortium for Mathematics and its Applications (COMAP), was frequently mentioned,
as were the Case Competitions put on by the Society of Actuaries. Departments with computer science
concentrations talked about running and promoting participation in hackathons. Like some of the other examples
above, contests give students an opportunity to solve difficult problems, think critical , and communicate their
findings. Depa tments had different ways of promoting students’ pa ticipation in campus, regional, and national
competitions. For example, one math department pays all student registration fees and provides a quiet, secure
space for students to work during the contest.
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INFORMATIONAL ACTIVITIES ON CAREER PATHWAYS
Many colleges and universities inform their students about careers through lectures, panels, and newsletters.
UNL received a gift from an alum to help undergraduates think about career options. The department used
the donation to create the Career Perspectives lecture series. These lectures, which now occur once or twice
a semester, feature people from non-academic math professions and, when possible, include individuals from
career paths students usually do not think about. The goal is to demonstrate that math majors can do a variety
of things. Recently, UNL hosted a speaker from a tech company who works in quality control using statistical
techniques to figure out problems in manufacturing
The mathematics department at Southern Nazarene University invites its alumni to campus at least once a year to
share with their current students what it is like to apply for jobs, how they found employment, and how students
can prepare themselves for the working world right now. In at least one case, Southern Nazarene’s series helped
a student find employment after he graduated.
Some departments use their math clubs as a way to share information through talks and panels. A Texas A&M
faculty member talked about this method:

In addition to the standard monthly math club, we have two more
meetings aimed at career readiness. The AMUSE (Applied Mathematics
Undergraduate Seminar) brings in speakers, many not from the math
department, to present how math is used in a variety of other fields.
Speakers from industry are included when possible. The other is the
Actuarial Club at which an actuary speaks on what they do and answers
questions about being an actuary.
Departments use their networks to get speakers for talks and stories for department newsletters. Alumni often fil
this role, but speakers can be from companies with whom faculty partner or others in industry whom faculty know.
Some schools look to their career centers or business development centers to help them find speakers
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RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES
Some faculty members discussed undergraduate research opportunities as an important way for students to
apply their math skills and develop additional analytic skills, as well as to develop soft skills including writing,
organization, and teamwork. These experiences are often focused on typical academic research, but they still offe
value in terms of helping students develop useful skills for work.
Students at the University of Washington have access to the Washington Experimental Mathematics project, which
provides an opportunity for undergraduates to conduct research work with faculty. Other schools offer 10-wee
summer research experiences, some of which meet departmental requirements for a senior project. A faculty
member at Occidental College described that school’s research opportunity:

Undergraduate research over the summer is a high-impact practice at Oxy.
We have several students who participate, and during this activity, career
readiness is a topic which is addressed during weekly meetings of the entire
summer research cohort.
Another faculty member talked about the value of independent studies:

We have a strong program of one-on-one research. Some students do
research with faculty during the summers; others do independent studies.
Our students tell us that employers are usually quite intrigued to hear what
the students have managed to do on their own.
At BYU-I, a student’s senior project must be an experiential learning experience. Students either come up with their
own project, or a faculty member helps them develop one. Over the course of a semester, students work 8 to 10
hours a week on their projects. They also have weekly meetings with a faculty advisor. While not all projects have
a defined client to whom to present, all students must present their work at a depa tmental conference at the
end of the learning experience. Students are also encouraged to post their work on a website of their creation. A
further element of this learning experience is the requirement that students develop a resume in preparation for
their job search.
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CHALLENGES
Respondents and their departments face a variety of challenges in their effo ts to incorporate career readiness
into their students’ education. Probably the two challenges most frequently cited were faculty’s lack of contact
with potential employers and their limited knowledge about industry applications for the math concepts
and skills they teach. Professional development is very much needed. (For more on this see the EERC brief:
Preparing Math Majors for Careers: Professional Development for Faculty and Staff). There is also a need for
departments to think differently about career readiness and its importance to their students’ overall success—
and to understand that doing so involves finding ways to value and reward faculty’s activities in this area. In
both the TPSE-M survey and in EERC’s interviews, faculty respondents repeatedly expressed concerns about
the challenges involved in addressing career readiness. One survey respondent wrote,

The biggest challenge is still that most of the faculty 1) don’t see that
undergraduates need to be encouraged towards what the students want
to do, 2) have no idea what math people do other than teach and do
research, 3) think their responsibility towards the undergraduates consists
of teaching the course they are assigned, with as little personal contact as
possible.
Another wrote,

The greatest challenge is limited real-world experience on the part of
most faculty members. It has been understood for a long time at St. Olaf
(and elsewhere, surely) that most students of mathematics and statistics
do not aspire to academic careers. Due diligence requires that we do our
best to prepare students for this reality. An important challenge in this
work derives from the fact that most faculty are academics by interest
and training, and so [are] not necessarily intimately familiar with nonacademic workplace requirements.
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In our study many respondents also spoke or wrote about the difficulty they have had making connections and
keeping connections with both alumni and industry partners (For more on this see the EERC brief: Preparing Math
Majors for Careers: Working with Alumni) One respondent said,

The challenge is always our lack of solid connections with industry partners.
Also, very few faculty already have connections to or experience with industry.
Finally, time and money were seen as challenges for departments, faculty, and students. Departments struggle
to find the resources to offer many of the activities discussed in this bri , and faculty find it difficult to fit ca
readiness into an already packed curriculum. For students, finding the time to pa ticipate in career readiness activities
can be difficult, especially for those who must balance work and family obligations with their academic schedule

RECOMMENDATIONS
Get connected and stay connected with alumni. Create ways to get connected and stay connected with
graduates of the program using listservs, surveys, newsletters, or by inviting them to speak or participate in
campus events. Alumni can play an important role in career preparation events and activities.

Find ways to inform students about careers. Invite speakers to campus, offer informational classes, and
get student groups involved.

Hire faculty with industry experience. Faculty can serve as connections to industry and help with career
preparation activities. They can also play a role in educating one another on math in industry.

Teach students to advocate for themselves: Find ways to give students information to help them
understand the applicability of their skills and how they can be used in the workplace. Help students learn to
express this information verbally and in writing.

Use real-world problem solving. Students learn better and are more invested in learning when the work is
connected to the real world.

Create a culture around career readiness. The key is department-wide support. Build a culture that
values career preparation without compromising the academic mission. This includes recognizing this as valuable
work.

Use campus resources. Work with the career center and alumni offices to enhance career readiness
programming.
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CONCLUSION
A misconception among some math department staff and faculty is that inte rating career readiness and career
pathway content requires a tremendous amount of faculty time and departmental resources. The results of the
TPSE-M survey and the data collected from EERC’s interviews demonstrate the existence of multiple strategies that
departments and faculty can employ to add or enhance career readiness content to their programming without
using extensive resources. Rather than a major commitment of time and financial suppo t, these strategies require
a shift of focus, some creativity, and a commitment to help students prepare for the future. While a systemic and
integrated program is ideal, EERC’s analysis suggests that minor changes can have a big impact.
Each of the six briefs in this series prepared by the EERC showcase different strat gies that have proven successful
and that, with a minimum of resources, can be replicated and scaled to fit dive se institutions, e.g., offering ele tive
career exploration/preparation courses, adding assignments that involve real-world problems, integrating course
content on different career pathways, using online modules, inviting guest speakers, engaging with local employers,
identifying research opportunities, offering internships, and engaging alumni in departmental activities. In addition,
at colleges where there is an established career center, it important that the math department and individual
faculty make use of its resources including center staff’s connections with industry employers. Active departmentcenter collaborations can also reduce duplication of efforts, especially around the development of industry partners,
leverage expertise, and facilitate student referrals.
Some of the strategies identified in E RC’s briefs are more resource dependent, including departmental curriculum
reviews and restructuring or adding new degree programs (e.g., applied mathematics, data science). Given the
dynamics of the Covid19 pandemic, including decreased college funding, shifts in student enrollment, and changes
in how students perceive majors and career pathways, it is important for each college to fully assess which career
readiness strategies are most relevant and feasible. However, regardless of how it is done, incorporating career
knowledge and skills into higher education pathways is key to preparing students for careers in mathematics.
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